The extreme level of tension during the Euromaidan in Ukraine has caused a real explosion of urban post-folklore creativity. These folklore forms have many distinctive features of traditional folklore, but they are also characterized by their means of transmission. For instance, anonymous inscriptions could appear anywhere. Such texts have their own dramaturgy, and they recreate the development of the Euromaidan events (from simple appeals to give people an opportunity to determine their own destiny to openly hostile discourse that portrayed the former President of Ukraine, Victor Yanukovich, as the main enemy of the Euromaidan). Among those attested: distortions of Yanukovich's name; demonstration of contempt for his image; insults; mention of his criminal past and ongoing corruption; and prophecies of his fate. One of the defining features of such texts is the violation of prohibitions on the use of dysphemisms and vulgarity as a verbal weapon against an enemy. We will also discuss the basic functions of protest folklore and hate speech.
The Euromaidan was the second Ukrainian revolution of this century. It was a public protest that took place in the main Kiev's square Maidan Nezalezhnosti (Maidan) from November 2013 until February 2014. It was characterized by an unprecedented rise of patriotism and strengthening of national identity (as reflected in the wide usage of national colors, symbols, and images). Its primary symbols illustrated a demonstrative public turn to religion, and, at the same time, collective expression of a sharply negative attitude toward the social and political situation in the country, in particular toward the Ukrainian political elite and its leaders.
Just as during the events of the Orange Revolution 2004, there was a burst of political folklore created by so called, 'mobile' folk communities (characterized by their temporary, open, and dynamic nature). Such communities may be regarded as subculture united solely by ideological principles and political preferences. Other features, such as age, social status, religion, etc., are secondary in such communities.
Ukrainian flags with protest slogans in Independence Square (author's photo)
The Euromaidan folklore cycle was partly similar to folklore documented during the Orange Revolution [Britsyna, Golovakha 2005: 3-16; Lysiuk 2005: 50-63] , but there were differences resulting from the context, i.e., Euromaidan was a longer period of political action permeated with tragic events. During the initial period, it had carnival nature, but later the mood became embittered and aggressive (the last "carnival like" surge was recorded on 19 January 2014 as a protest against the dictatorial laws of 16 January 2014).
Comparison of the folklore of the Orange Revolution with Euromaidan texts demonstrates the close link of this folklore with "post-written" culture, i.e., transmission in handwritten, printed, and electronic forms (posts in the social networks and text messages). In particular, the use of Photoshop to create these materials was widespread. One of the important features of the Euromaidan folklore was intertextuality, i.e., the use of the creative potential of existing texts (well-known phrases, plots, images, symbols, etc.) from many spheres of national
The new pejorative anthroponyms were created on the basis of the actual names of well-known politicians. The disregard for these politicians was manifested by using some intimate or purely official forms of addressing them, such as by their first name, or by only their patronymic, or by their surname. We can group them in a following way: A) unceremonious truncating of surnames and their distortion; B) dismissive derivatives; C) paronomasia, i.e., replacement with paronyms or similar words that possess stronger negative senses. For example, desecration of the fourth Ukrainian President's name included: A) unceremonious truncation of his surname: Ia. [I, me] , Ianuk, Ianyk, Ianik, Ianek, Ianiek, Iandzek etc., also Ovoch/Ovoshch [Vegetable] (from the suffix -ovych 'being a son of the root word'), B) adding diminutive or augmentative suffixes with negative connotation to his name: Vit 'ko, Vit'ka, Vitёk; Ianukovyshche, C) and many distorted forms of his surname from innocent anagrammatic and paronymous ones, such as Iakunovych, Iakubovych, to the more strong "ideological" names, Ianukovoch/Ianukovoshch [Yanukovegetable] , Ianuchar (a paronym of Ianychar [janissary] ), Yankee (the nickname of Americans was used in its original Latin spelling), Ianuchescu/Ianushescu (modeled after the Romanian dictator Ceauşescu's surname), Ianus (a personification of the Roman god of falsehood), later Ialynkovych (from ukr. ialynka [fir-tree, Christmas-tree]) (3) , Ianukrovych (from krov [blood] ), and finally to much more offensive soubriquets that were much more distant phonetically from his name: Legitymych (because he liked to emphasize that he was a legitimate president).
Insulting backronym based on the name Yanukovich (author's photo)
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The Anatomy of Hate FOLKLORICA 2015, Vol. XIX 139 There were also some attempts to find the hidden meaning of the President's surname, to decipher it by the means of "sacred" linguistics like: A) backronyms: Ялинку Нашу Українську Кров'ю Облив ВИгнати Чорта [He has flooded our Christmas tree with Ukrainian blood -expel the Devil] (the bolded letters spell out Ianukovych), B) anagrammatic riddles: Я / 4 рази Нюхав нари, / гвалтУвав дівчат / та Крав мільярди, / зараз хОчу / Весь нарід / ПоставИти на коліна / І за Чуба всіх тягати [I have sniffed pallets 4 times, raped girls, and stolen billions, now I want to put all people on their knees and pull them by the forelock], and C) even a cryptogram with "code keys" found in English and Russian: YanukоВИЧ АЗАРoff PUTin. As a trash bin was located next to this text, we decrypted it as follows: [Yanukо (is) HIV (Rus. VICH), (throw) AZAR off (and) PUT in (to the bin)].
Anagrammatic riddle based on the name Yanukovich (author's photo)
Still other nicknames relied on a knowledge of the President's biography or his physical appearance. For example, the plump Yanukovych was nicknamed 
Inscriptions referring to Yanukovich's prison background (author's photo)
Another popular group was based on the errors and comments from his public speeches: Proffesor, ProFFFesor with 2 or more upper or lowercase letters Ff (to remind that Yanukovych has personally written this word incorrectly in his autobiography, which is characterized by such mistakes), and even akademik [academician] . His electoral slogan as a presidential candidate Tomu shcho… [Because…] seemed to people to ring especially false, and it was decoded as Tomushcho tiamushche [Because it (sic! -N. L Every society normally imposes restrictions on the use of profanities, of course. Ukrainian society once had extremely strict norms for public verbal behavior (both written and spoken). The public use of swearing and obscenities are prohibited here by this custom. Moreover, the Ukrainians consider themselves to be opposed to the Russians in this regard, claiming that Ukrainian language has no native vulgar expressions and that all profanities were borrowed from Russia. There are also the written regulations forbidding swearing in public and use of offensive evaluative judgments against any person (see Article 173 of the Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offences and the Article 277 of the Civil Code of Ukraine). In addition, the Ukrainian intellectuals who took part in the Euromaidan typically do not use such language, observing customary prohibitions on cursing. Therefore, breaking of these taboos and the mass use of obscenities during the people's rebellion was unusual in this context. comments where participants were invited to write their own remarks on the situation. However, at the same time, the public used profanities (anonymously), and still later the collective (choral) recitation or chanting of obscenities became acceptable. Thus, there was an unspoken permission to say or write dysphemisms regarding enemies and the "gang" (though self-appointed "censors" sometimes destroyed or corrected the most shocking inscriptions).
Poster reading "Profanity-free zone" (author's photo)
While many politicians were attacked, the most cruel remarks and obscenities were aimed at the former Ukrainian President. The dirtiest abuses of his regime were linked, of course, to obscene vocabulary primarily referring to "anus-excremental" and "sexual" organs [Mokienko 1994: 62-63] . That means that due to the initial biculturalism of the Euromaidan both cultural matrices were used: the true Ukrainian (and wider, pan-European) type (excremental culture), and the typically Russian one focusing on sex-culture rather than on excitement. Thus, the insults were created within the frameworks of both cultures.
Obscenities includes references to excrement, the rear end and the process of defecation, as in Янукович -це зеківська базарна баба, (6) A model of the gilded toilet bowl into which everyone could throw empty plastic cups and other trash was installed next to the public toilets in the Maidan; the slogan on it stated: Янукович мой унитаз свой золотой! [Yanukovych, clean your golden toilet bowl yourself!]. Such a plea was also included in his Testament (7) 
Poster with sexual profanities referring to Yanukovich and the Berkuts (author's photo)
In light of generally accepted standards of decency, softened forms were sometimes used instead of these more offensive expressions in a type of language game. Examples were extremely diverse and included primarily a series of euphemisms created to reveal a secret (and potentially sexual) sense of ordinary, inoffensive words to the audience. 
Demonstrators spelling out pidaresht (pederast) (author's photos)
Dehumanizing the image People's hatred of the leader also resulted in a demonstration of contempt for his image and the consequent outrages directed at it: his portraits were inverted; sketched and crossed out; painted and penciled as if in school textbooks and "decorated" with different stickers and insulting inscriptions over his face. Leaving aside his "innocent" portraits with a red clown nose, it can be argued that there were attempts to reject his claim on domination or to align him with infamous dictators. It was common to target his humanity by imputing him phyto-, zoomorphic and demonic characteristics.
Because people considered Yanukovych unworthy to be President, the politicization of his image served to ridicule his claims to reign. Thus, a number of "titles" given to Yanukovych's image removed him out of the frame of universal values and represented him as a dictator and tyrant. In particular, there were the images of Yanukovych wearing a crown. The inscription on one of them said: Спасибо жителям Донбасса от президента пида...аса [Thank you, Donbas residents, from the President ped... st]. Another poster depicted a naked man with horns, clad only in a tie and a very long mantle supported from behind by two naked males with an paronymous inscription: А король-то гопник [A king is a hooligan]. (13) The claims of gore-presydent [woe-president] , Perzident of URKaine (from urka [hooligan] in Russian criminal argot) to be the "father of the nation" seemed absolutely untenable and were reflected in the epithets associated with his image: Україна -не Росія, Янукович -не A related trend in the political folklore of the period was associating the President's images with characteristic external features or attributes of famous world dictators, e.g., China's Mao Zedong (depicting him with Asian-style eyes); Adolf Hitler (in a Nazi uniform with a short moustache and penciled swastika in a circle); or Augusto Pinochet (in the military uniform of the Chilean junta). He also appeared in some composite images of a stereotypical tyrant with a thick black beard, a pirate patch over one eye and in a white admiral jacket with epaulets and countless awards and medals (akin to Leonid Brezhnev). Demonization of the President's image became especially prevalent after the bloody crackdown on the Euromaidan. At that point, streams of blood were drawn on his portraits, mostly on the hands, lips, and face. In one caricature, the leader sat next to a Christmas tree decorated with red apples and squeezed them into a bucket of blood-like juice. Sometimes he was depicted as a vampire with fangs and bloody lips. These images were accompanied by inscriptions like Krovosisia Despite this evidence of some support, as the Euromaidan wore on, more and more people expressed a negative attitude toward the president on posters: Ми не любимо Я. [ The creators of Maidan folklore also focused on the biography of the President, mythologizing and hyperbolizing his criminal past ever more as time went on. Yanukovych was accused of 6 murders for hire (Kravchenko, Kirpa, etc.); 13 criminal cases from the Soviet era (his godfather had purified him or he had bought him off); and 4 prison sentences (he was a boor in prison). There were also suggestions that he participated in massacres, looting, and other violence in Yenakyevo in his youth, and that he ordered the heads of cities and district administrations where he had not been elected president to appear before him and knocked their teeth out himself. 
Poster entitled Before: Ya.'s golden youth (author's photo)
As noted above, initially the activity of Yanukovych as the president was not overly criticized. However, the first violent dispersal of the peaceful Euromaidan protest received enormous publicity. These events gave birth to a popular motif Christmas tree on the blood (see were placed on the public toilet stalls on the main Kiev street Khreshchatyk, while Ianyka hata [Yanyk's house] was written on a garbage tank.
Display referring to Yanukovich's future imprisonment (author's photo)
The ultimate fate of the ruler attracted much attention as well. Plenty of scenarios were suggested, from the peaceful to bloody, including retirement, silent disappearance, escape, becoming the subject of an international manhunt, imprisonment, and death (from suicide and murder to execution by hanging). In particular, people made reference to his retirement in requests, promises and "vows" : Янукович, будь Essentially, the Maidaners agreed on the general conclusion that Yanukovych was finished, because as they said no leader could survive such hatred from the populace. Soon the protesters transitioned from mere hints of the political death of Yanukovych (on 29 December 2013 the Automaidan brought him a coffin to Mezhygiria) to direct depiction of his own demise, despite the Christian ethos of the Euromaidan and its daily collective prayers (cf. the opinion of an Internet user, "Hmm, what extent of hatred must you bring out of your citizens to result in their everyday hopeful questions of: "Is it true that he croaked?" And replies provided with frowns: "No, it is not true." And this happens in allegedly Christian Ukraine..." (Sergei Lazarev). Hate speech serves to insult, denigrate, curse, drive people away and to expressing accusation, death wishes, and the like. It features expressions aimed to attack a person or a group on the basis of gender, ethnic origin, religion, race, disability, or sexual orientation. As we see in this case, the people's hatred can be directed against rulers they perceive to be tyrannical and expressed in folk texts.
However, the use of hate speech in this material leaves us with a paradox. Though the means of hate speech are perhaps much more numerous than those with positive or polite connotations, such speech is treated as both a historical and cultural violation of social taboos. This is especially true when hate speech is used in situations where a tangible social distance exists between a speaker and an addressee. In this case, there was a wide gulf between the former President and other representatives of power in Ukraine and the common people. What prompted people to break this taboo during the Euromaidan? Why was teasing and mocking of the President and the authority so widespread? Why did it become a special game, a kind of competition, despite all the declarations of commitment to the European values? The answer lies in the nature and in the wide range of functions of this semiotic phenomenon.
The breaking of some social taboos becomes especially obvious during periods of social destabilization such as war, revolt, and disasters, when the usual social structures and social order are destroyed. Social norms then disintegrate, and the society becomes characterized by unstructured communitas [Turner 1983: 177] . During Ukrainian Maidan 2013-2014, communitas was characterized by a giant crowd, reaching up to a million at times, with an ever-changing contingent, as people came, stood on the square for some time, then left to return to their lives while others came to take their place. Similarly, those who slept on the Maidan in tents took shifts to preventing the government from occupying the area. This crowd was not homogeneous, but should be characterized as extremely diverse in terms of ethnic, religious, class, gender, age, and educational features. Only a single characteristic was shared: full rejection of the state leaders and their course towards lifetime rule.
During such periods of social destabilization, primitive instincts, aggression and folk elements, including socially unacceptable lexicon prevail. In crisisridden Ukraine, all the aggression was poured into bad words that had actually transformed into quasi-patriotic slogans. Moreover, these slogans spread like wildfire across the country and were not limited to the Maidan. With regards to the functions of this language, we can distinguish two types: cognitive and communicative.
The cognitive function lies in modeling reality. Modeling does not entail mirroring or reflecting reality exactly, but rather its transformation, i.e., deformation, based on certain principles. By means of modeling, any symbolic content can be ascribed to the phenomena we experience. Thus, any physical object can be ascribed with additional connotations and be associated with an invented, newly interpreted or distorted piece of history. By these means, Maidaners created their own political anti-myth that depicted negative images of their enemies while discrediting and disparaging them. Because the enemies of the Euromaidan were the former authorities at all levels, including the President, the Cabinet of Ministers and the Supreme Council, endowing them with the unflattering titles discredited and dishonored them, demonstrating the degree of rejection and exclusion they had caused among the people. Abnegation of the elementary ethical norms and rules of etiquette relative to the most powerful persons in the state became an expression of rejection not only of these individuals, but the state and the order established therein as well.
Communicative functions include a range of social features (political/ideological, regulative, identifying/demarcating, and socialpsychotherapeutic, etc.) as well as the magical function. The latter provides an appeal to higher powers outside the human society. It is essential that defamation of the politicians on the Maidan could serve as a demonstration of people's political position and their ideological principles. Thus, we can recall the traditions of "folk humor" in the medieval world. Mikhail Bakhtin described it as folk "carnival consciousness" and the language of the hoi polloi, who opposed elite culture and the official language [Bakhtin 1990 ]. By playing with this counter-culture and colloquial language, common people could flip the social construct upside down, and appeal to the "bottom of the material body," i.e., vulgarity and bawdiness, permitting them to create a counterbalance to the official ideology. In this case, an appeal to curses and to vulgarity -ridiculing everything and everyone -turned out to be a form of resistance against the state system.
In these terms, laughter restores social equality, as a challenge to authorities and their social privileges, it protests against their dominant status, and shames them for their gestures and deeds. Therefore, the obscenities and cuss words have become a language of superiority people used to derogate the rulers.
The identifying and demarcating functions were used to identify with one's political associates and, at the same time, to separate oneself from opponents. In the circle of the Euromaidan, participants violated taboos through the use of foul language, and such usage became almost a norm. What was once considered to be deviant behavior on the part of an individual turned into a kind of valorous feat that allowed open expression of ones' political position and an expression of disobedience to the norms accepted by the state. Ultimately, it was an act of resistance to the existing order.
One of the major functions of the obscene and hate-filled may be termed psychotherapeutic, according to Claude Levi-Strauss [1983: 168-182] , or anticrisis, according to Bronislav Malinowski [1998: 38-54] , i.e., the function of reliving stress related to the matters of life and death, natural disasters, and social crises such as wars, revolutions, riots, etc.). Following Freud, this phenomenon A President's Portrait in Domestic Protest:
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As it turns out, harsh expressions have a physiological dimension. They have the hypoalgesic effect allowing people to increase their pain tolerance, to increase heart rate, and to decrease perceived pain [Stephens, Atkins, Kingston 2009 : 1059 . Similarly, some psychologists urge their patients not to subdue their emotions, but let them out. Thus, such behavior could be considered to be mentally healthy during the periods of "extreme stress." The Maidaners were overwhelmed with emotion, and their survival instinct prompted them to let it out in symbolic forms. These forms allowed the participants to express their fury and their passions and gave them an emotional release [Dewaele 2004: 207-209] . We see a similar analysis in the work of James C. Scott, who called both humor and obscenity the "weapons of the weak" [1985] . However, our analysis of the Maidan indicates that they did indeed turn into weapons for those who deny the supremacy of force and who choose as their weapons not violence, but talk from а position of superiority.
The magic function plays an important role in this context as well. In early culture, swearing was regarded as a highly effective weapon. In mythology, swearing and desecration were considered to be the sacred and secret "language of power," suitable for communication with the higher supernatural beings, and, moreover, permitting a person to exert actual pressure on those forces [Uspensky 1981: 49-53] . In pre-Christian ritual, blasphemy, or eschrology, was represented in a number of agricultural and family rites for the stimulation of fertility and promotion of fecundity [Baiburin and Toporkov 1990: 105-107] . We see a similar use in Ukrainian bawdy folk songs. At the same time, however, ritual blasphemy has traditionally been used in a negative sense -to humiliate foes or rivals, 'to curse them to death.' In the case of the Maidan, blasphemy acquired the status of a new modern eschrology. Dirty words became a kind of a ritual, similar to rituals of casting the demons out or to exorcism.
Thus, contemporary anthropology of protest includes hate speech as a core element, which may be described in two dimensions, social and sacred. The most important feature of Maidan hate speech was breaking a taboo on swearing and cursing. It became a public act of non-violent resistance to "evil," a form of protest against the regime and the political enemies of their homeland. It is also served as a means of self-identification, i.e., designation of belonging to the Ukrainian political nation that emerged on the Maidan. NOTES 1 20-21 February 2014 were named "the bloody days of Ukraine" because during this period the most violent events took place, and more than 100
